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“All you need to make a movie is a girl and a gun”
Jean-Luc Godard
“All you need to make info secrecy is a log and a lim”
Sergio Verdù

PhySec: What is it?
• In traditional systems, reliability
is guaranteed by channel coding
at the physical layer, while
security is ensured by encryption
protocols at the upper layers
• Physical layer security aims at
exploiting the randomness
inherent in noisy channels to
provide an additional level of
protection at the physical layer
• Nowadays, many results from
information theory, signal
processing, and cryptography
suggest that there is much
security to be gained by
accounting for the imperfections
of the physical layer when
designing secure systems

• Crypto VS PhySec
• Crypto: I demodulate, but I don’t
understand the message
• PhySec: I don’t even demodulate
• PhySec does not rely on
assumtpion of limited
computational power of the
attacker
• PhySec: Security can be measured

Why now?

• Computing devices shrinking and
becoming more capable
• Networks becoming ubiquitous
• Users becoming more mobile
• Content becoming active
• Context-aware applications and
services
• New terminal technologies
• Flexible spectrum management
• Dynamic reconfiguration

History of PhySec
• Shannon (‘50)
– Perfect secrecy
– Noise-free channels (worst case)

• Wyner (‘70)
– Noise can be useful
– Wiretap channel
– Secrecy capacity

• Today
– Interference can be useful
– From link to network secrecy
– How to (practically) implement a PhySec system?

Shannon

• M = message from Alice to Bob
• K = secret key used to encrypt M
– Common secret between A and B

• X = codeword
• Noise-free channels (worst-case)
Entropy

Perfect secrecy:
Necessary condition:

Equivocation
Mutual information

Crypto-lemma

If K is uniform, then X = M ⊕ K is independent of M and uniform
Bob can recover the
message by subtracting
(Modulo-|M|) the key K

One-time pad

Eve has mutual
information I(M;X) = 0
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Wyner

• Channels are noisy
• No a priori common secret
• There exist channel codes asymptotically guaranteeing both an arbitrarily
small error probability at the intended receiver and secrecy.

=ε
• The maximum achiavable transmission rate is called secrecy capacity.
• If the observation of the eavesdropper Zn is noisier than the one of the
legitimate receiver Yn a strictly positive secrecy capacity is achievable.

Rate-equivocation region
Theorem (Wyner)

Full secrecy rate
No secrecy guaranteed
for remaining fraction
of rate
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Secrecy capacity
Information rate
conveyed to
legitimate user

Corollary

Information rate
leaked to the
eavesdropper

=
If Z=Y (Eve obtains the same observation of Bob) then I(X;Y|Z)=0 and Cs = 0
 Information-theoretic security cannot be achieved over noiseless channel
without secret keys (Shannon)
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Secrecy Capacity of Gaussian Channels

• Unlike the capacity, the secrecy capacity is not
unbounded when the Power goes to infinity
• Secure communication is possible only if Bob
has a better SNR than Eve.

Fading can be exploited too

Outage probability

MIMO

σb = σe = 1
HR and HE are iid CN(0,1)
• The secrecy capacity is strictly positive only
if Alice can beamform the signals in a
direction for which Eve obtains a lower SNR
than Bob
• Secrecy capacity is positive as long as Eve
does not deploy too many antennas
compared to Alice and Bob
– Single receiving antenna for Bob (α = 0):
Cs > 0 if Eve has fewer than twice as many
antennas as Alice
– Single transmit antenna for Alice (β = 0):
Cs > 0 if Eve has fewer antennas than Bob

Practical limits of PhySec
• Classical metrics (Csec, Pout) designed
to quantify security of a single link
• My channel must be better than
Eve’s one
– Every method that makes Eve’s
channel worse can lead to Cs > 0
• Cooperative relay
• Artificial noise injection
• Friendly jamming
• Game theory
•…
• (some) Knowledge about Eve is
needed (!)
– Eve is there
– Eve’s channel is known or can be
estimated

Our contribution
• Network intrinsic secrecy
–
–
–
–

Exploit interference
New metric for measuring how much secure is a (large) network
Only stochastic knowledge of malicious nodes positions
Different strategies for optimization (secrecy outage protocol)

• Secrecy pressure
– New metric for measuring how much secure is an arbitrary environment
– No need to know malicious nodes positions
– Different strategies for optimization

• Watermark-based security
– Exploit watermark to implement an advantage over Eve
– No need to know Eve’s position
– Watermark is a common secret

• Noise-loop modulation
– Eavesdropping impossible
– No assumptions on Eve
– Data rate is low

Network intrinsic secrecy
• Interference normally undermines communication reliability
• Interference can help communication confidentiality
Network intrinsic secrecy: information confidentiality achieved by
network coordination that exploits the physical characteristics of the
communication, e.g.,the interference.

•
•
•
•

Secrecy in large-network scenario
Spatial models for wireless networks
Network secrecy metric
How to operate a confidential communication in a large-network

Interference is good

A

B
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Interference sources

Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio:

Aggregate interference:

Link capacity:
Secrecy capacity:

Interferers’ set:

Stochastic geometry approach
• Legitimate users and the eavesdroppers are
randomly located over a large geographical area
according to some probability distributions.
• The secrecy graph, as a graph-theoretic
approach, is introduced to study the connectivity
properties among the legitimate users of the
network.
– It characterizes the existence of connection with perfect
secrecy between any two legitimate users.

• It considers concurrent transmissions between all
the legitimate links and gives a mathematically
tractable measure on the achievable network
throughput with a given secrecy requirement.
• The simplest yet most important model in
Stochastic Geometry is the homogenous
Poisson point process (PPP).
– A homogenous PPP in 2-dimensional space roughly
means that all nodes are randomly located inside the
network according to a uniform distribution.
– It is completely characterized by the constant intensity
parameter λ.
• Specifically, the value of λ gives the average number of
nodes located inside a unit volume in the n-dimensional
space.

Stochastic geometry
• The performance of wireless networks strongly depend on
node positions (friends and enemies)
• Node position are subject to uncertainty and thus need to be
modeled as a spatial stochastic process (point process)
• The secrecy performance of the network varies with the
receiver selection policy:
– nearest neighbor,
– max SINR or
– random

LTs
LRs
IIs
ERs

Secrecy Outage Protocol (SOP)
• Consider a target secret information rate
• A transmitter send such a rate only if the SINR is above a
threshold
(secrecy protection ratio)
• The probability of such an event to happen is
Probability to transmit confidential information:

• The threshold
probability

is chosen such that the secrecy outage
is below a tolerable value
, i.e.

Network secrecy design
Maximum secrecy rate

Maximum tolerable SOP

• Need the global knowledge of the
legitimate and eavesdropping network
• Always transmit at a confidential
information rate that depends on the
instantaneous network condition
• The metrics based on this technique
are representative of the network
secrecy performance but the
communication operation is not
practical.

• Need a global knowledge of the
legitimate network only, and a
stochastic knowledge of the
eavesdropping network.
• Transmit confidential information at a
fixed rate only if the legitimate
channel instantaneous condition is
sufficiently favorable.
• It provides a practical and systematic
network operation.

• We designed a practical protocol to operate confidential communication assuming
only stochastic information about eavesdroppers.
• We showed that is possible to design interfering engineering strategies based on
legitimate nodes coordination to impair the eavesdropping channels without
damaging the legitimate ones and, hence, maximize the secrecy performance.

A new metric: the secrecy pressure
• Secrecy capacity

• Secrecy Pressure

Optimization: position and power of additional
interferer

Eve is inside
this area

Secrecy map over the surface S when the optimization
problem is solved respect to the position of the additional
interfering node (flasher).

Secrecy map over the surface S when the optimization
problem is solved respect to the power of the additional
interfering node (flasher).

Watermark-based security
• Spread-spectrum watermark +
narrow-band host signal
• Self-jamming at the receiver
• Watermark is used to correct
jammed symbols at legitimate
receiver
– Advantage on Eve

• Full secrecy rate
• Watermark is a shared secret

Watermark-based security

Outage probability of Cs versus γM for
different Eve’s positions along the line
that connects Alice with Bob.
 Figure depicts a region around Bob,
i.e. a medical device, in which the
secure communication occurs.
 The size of this region depends on
the acceptable Pout, e.g., when it is
lower than 0.3.

Noise-loop modulation
• Information is modulated with
thermal noise
• Closed-loop transmission
– Low data rate

• Bob can recover information from
autocorrelation function
– To recover one symbol, the other
must be known

• Eavesdropping is not possible
– No HPs on Eve position or conditions

• Low data rate

I(b2; Ry1) = 1  Reliability
I(b2; Ry3) = 0  Security

Implementation and testing
Field tests done with the
IT Ministry of Defense

Noise-like
Legitimate Rx

• Eavesdropping is not possible, no matter the computational power of the attacker
• Only low date rate services
• DoS is still possible

Recent advances
• Security in Molecular Communications
– Which is the security limit when information is carried by particles?

• Energy cost of PhySec
– How much energy has to be spent for security?
– Joint optimization of energy and secrecy

• Resource management to provide PhySec
– Which is the best association between BSs and UEs if security users
are present in the cell?
– Which is the best resource allocation (time, frequency, space)?

• Anomaly detection
– How to detect an attack by analysing the physical characteristics of
the received signal?

Secrecy Capacity in MolCom

Closed-form mathematical
expression of information
leakage and secrecy capacity
of an MC system based on
free molecules diffusion.

Applications of PhySec
• Where low complex nodes
are involved
– In- and On-Body networks
– Internet of Bio-Nano-Things
– Wireless sensors network /
IoT / RFID
– D2D

• Critical services
– e-payment
– High sensitive data shortrange transfer (e.g. health)
– Autonomous vehicles / robots

Set of mechanisms that exploit the properties of the physical layer to make an
attacker’s job harder.
Physical layer security provides an additional layer of security which is not yet
implemented in communication networks.

Application scenarios
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